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-CANTON.-

cR

Dcnti!-t.

DAVIS,

Office over Brick Store.

At

Dixfield first Tuesday and \Ved. in each month.
NATHAN
REYNOLDS,
Registered Apothecary.
AS HATHAWAY,lnsurancc
and Real Estate Agent.
H H

Flour,

BURBANK,

Groceries,

Dry Goods,

Fruit and Confectionery.
D BRADFORD,
Brick Store, General Stock.
E F GOULD& Co., Stoves,Tin & Hardware.
J M JOHNSON,
Meats & Groceries.
AC BICKNELL,
l\Iillinery and Fancy Goods.
0 A BRIDGHAM,
Groceries & Meats.
MB THOMES,Drugs, Medicines& Fancy Articles.
BARROWS,

CHAS,

Furniture,

Crockery and

10

-See proposals adYertised by the selectmen of Mexico.
-A full report of the JS"orth Livermore
Cattle Show will appear next week. The
show occured on Wednesday, and was a
success. Several Canton people attended.
-Our reporter was on hand at the North
Turner Fair and sends in a full report of
premiums, etc., which will appear next
week.
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STROUT,

Provisions and Groceries.

0 GAMMON,
Lime, Salt, Produce and Supplies.
AT BRYANT,General Store.
RTCKNELL

&

Blacksmiths.

STETSOK,

LC COBURN,
Flour, Grain and Feed.
-WEST
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8 ,VALKER
& SoN, Groceries, Flour, Hardware,
Paints, Oils and Burial Caskets.

Mrs. Lizzie Robinson in response to a
telegram has gone to New York.
Rev. Mr. Beavins was absent from his
pulpit last Sabbath, being called to attend
the funeral services of Mr. William Jordan of Hartford.
Frank L. Barrett who has _recent~y loaded three cars at Sumn~r st~t10n with_ appies, proposes to contmue 111 the busmess
during the fall and is already buying winter fruit for shipment.
~r. William Dolloff had his foot quite
-Ephraim
Russell will sell at auction
badly injured, while moving I\ pile driver
at his house in Hartford, Saturday, Oct.
on the railroad last week. The nails on
23d, at r o'clock P. M., wagons, harnesstwo toes were crushed off and the flesh
es, sleds, lumber, ect. If stormy, postbadly bruised.
poned until first fair day. See posters.
-Annual Cattle Show and Fair at East
Mr. s. C. Heald has gone to attend
Sumner, Thursc:ay Oct. 14th., with a Ball court at Paris as juryman from Sumner.
at Atheneum Hall, Hartford
Centre,
Last week was a grand time for harThursday evening.
Music furnished by vesting and many apples were picked.
Towle's Orchestra.
Nath'! Hollis and
SLOCUM.
!!::·~~r:t·is~,u~;l~t;:c:;::s.

M,ss E P Tucker, Millinery and Fancy Goods.
LIVERMORE.
GEO F ADAMS, Physician

and Surgeon.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
-C.
Weld.
-Miss

M. Coolidge is teaching school in
Lucy

Manwell returned

from

Mass. Monday.
-The
sportsman's rifle is heard both
day and night.
-A hea,·y rain Tuesday night, followed by cooler weather.
-A. L. Ray and family will move to
Livermore Falls this week.
-Frank
Withington
of Buckfield, attended the races, Thursday.
-Annual
Cattle Show and Fair at East
Sumner, Thursday, Oct. 14th.
-Miss Maud Douglass went to Portland, on a short visit this week.
-H. A. Ellis has been elected a trustee
of the Maine Masonic Relief Asso.
-Mrs. C. F. and E. F. Phillips of Livermore, attended the Fair last week.
-Miss
Flora Mitchell closed her private school in this village, last Friday.

-On the rst of Oct., the law extending
the special deb·ery system in postoffices
of the United States took effect. This law
includes all mailable matter,-letters,
postals, newspapers, packages of merchandise, etc.,-that
shall not exceed 4 lbs. in
weight, ~instead of letters only as heretofore.) The system is extended to all postoffices in the country, and any mailable
matter bearing the IO cent special delivery stamp, in addition to the regular postage, will be delivered within one mile of
any postoffice between 7 A. M. and 7 P.
M.
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Dickvale.

says "everything looks new, and I think I
shall like."
D. H. Bisbee, Esq., of Knox Co., is vi~iting his aged mother.
There will be a ball, as usual,at Atheneum hall on the evening of the Sumner
Fair, Oct. 14.
It would be hard to find a more beautiful land than ours. The forests for the
past three weeks have been resplendent
with glory. The freshness of spring on
many of the tree tops,while here and there
are clusters of golden and scarlet leaves.
The "centennial
maple" at our door is
hrown and gold. The air is clear, dry and
warm. The grey squirrels are filling their

J. C. Wyman is preparing to saw birch
this winter.
He offers to pay $2.50 per
cord, or to saw for $2.50 per cord, or to
saw for one-half of the birch.
·which shall
we do, is the question.
Sunday eve, Oct. 3d, as Geo. O. Hussey
was coming from W. Peru to his home at
Dickvale, he was startled by a rustling in
the woods by the roadside.
He started his
horse suddenly, passed the location of the
noise, glanced back in time to see the form
of a man and the blaze of a pistol, immediately followed by a report.
Fortunately
the shot took no effect. Probably a good
spirited horse played quite an important

store-houses with corn from our field, the
cricket sings, and we are only waiting for
children's return to make each morning
happy. But the time of dreaming is past
and we are obliged to brace up and bear

part. It is quite shocking to the usually
quiet people of our quiet valley. A suspicious looking person, a stranger, was
said to pa~s through the place Sunday P.
M.
OLD PuT.

E~st Peru.

Dance tick-

No.41.

Subscription, $1.50:Per Yea1'.
$1.25U-Pa.id.in Advance.

C. F. DeShon has been very sick for the
past two weeks. His recovery was doubtful for a long time, but he is now gaining
slowly.
M. De Shon was taken with a severe cold
last week and was not able to attend to duties.
Lizzie Haines has been confined to the
house for the past week with throat distemper and violent cold.
Addie Haines is doing housework for

Franklin

Pl.

:::e~:ea;:.ich

is not so attractive as a few
Mrs. Sophia Dorr has been quite sick
MRs. H.B. M.
the past week but under the skilful treatment of Dr. Richardson,
she is greatly
Livermore.
\Ve saw a half bu~hel of nice Pound improved.
Nature has again donned her variagaSweeting apples, of very large and per- ted coat with all its magnificent splendor.
feet growth, raised by E. F. Bryant on a How sad to contemplate
further!
·what
few scions set only four years ago.
Good weather for carpenters
to finish a golden opportunity is this, to use all
our
imaginative
powers
to
find
the
law
up outside work. G. _T. Piper's fine 2-story residence is nearing completion.
\V. which brought all of nature's beauties inK. DeCoster and J. O. Robinson of Can- to existance, on the earth and in the heavens above us; and to think, too, who
ton, are at work on it.

B. C. Waite, Esq., of Canton Point, was made that law.
Mn;. Al Griffith.
OLD PuT.
E. M. Howard, from 8 hours digging, at the Livermore House, Monday.
The hotel register at Livermore House
with the help of Irving Dean, measured up
LOWELL LOWELL,
6o bushels of very
fine
New York shows a good patronage for a small vilI Bell potatoes. Mr. Howard's little girl lage. Landlord Fuller is a genial fellow Lewiston, Maine, will remove from No. 4
whom everybody likes, and sets a good ta- Pilsbury Block, three doors north into
picked up all but about ten bushels.
Odd Fellows Block, where thl?.y will have
Mrs. E. M. Howard has been sick, but ble.
the best lighted store in the city.
Our
Several parties in the village are repair- present store is so very dark we cannot
is able to be about again.
Byron.
Your correspondent
has been laid up ing and fixing up their buildings for cold show the goocs satisfactorily to olll' customers or to ourselves, but our new store
The late John Young was born in Buck- with a cold for the past week.
weather.
G. T. Piper's mill is doing a good busi- will be light enough in every part to suit
field, the son of Richard and Rhoda
R. Poland and wife are visiting friends
the most particular.
Remember
the
Young, in r8+o- John and James Young, at this place.
change, No. 184 Lisbon St., Odd Fellows
ness.
A part of the Canton Piaying Band,
Mr. J. o. Casey of Boston, was in town Block, where we shall be pleased to see
Richard Taylor, John and Benj. Brown
held a meeting at our school house at 2 P. last week. He played in the Band at Can- all our old and a host of new customers.
and Charles Hall, with their families,came
Respectfully Yours,
from Buckfield and settled down in the M., Sunday, Oct. 10th. Much intereS t ton Fair, the last two days.
LOWELL & LOWELL,
Geo. F. Adams, our new physician from
,Yilderness here in Byron, on what they is existing here. The school house was
Vermont, is having a very extensive praccalled Buckfield Hill. In about 12 years well filled.
WTime
is money.
Save both by
E. C. Poland has bought a Red Jersey tice, and is much liked.
John Shaw also came from Buckfield, and
paying
subscriptions
to n:ws_rapers,
pig
of
M.
Hall,
for
breeding.
C.
F.
Phillips
has
put
up
a
neat
pretty
settled on a farm occupied by another man
magazines
and other penod1cals,
at
W. B.
cottage, and will soon erect a stable in the TELEPHONE office.
formerly from Buckfield, by the name of
vVe can save
Elbridge Irish. Mr. Shaw is all the man
connection with it.
for
our
patrons,
5,
10, 25 or 50 cents
ROVER,
East Hebron.
-F. A. Parsons has gone to So. Paris
and the cost and risk of remittance.
that is left of those that came from Buckto work in the Sled factory this winter.
The weather is extremely fine and the
No• Jay.
Our list includes leading publications
field, excepting John Brown.
Ile moved
-John Pierce of Paris, formerly a jew- back to Buckfield some thirty years ago. farmers are having a good time to gather
The publishers
Mr. J. E. Axtell recently had an ox that all over the world.
H. C. Berry and son have became sick and died. Cause unknown.
eler in this place, was in town last week. Five of those old settlers have boys living their apples.
make a discount to news agents and
quite a force to gather apples. They have
Consu~t
-Miss
Alice Sparrow of Auburn, is on their places that they took up and clearApples are dropping off quite badly. we divide profits with you.
News Agency,
at this
ed from the forest, and they are good farm- picked 240 barrels, and expect in all to get There has been some ten or twelve car- the Lightning
visiting friends and relatives in Hartford.
about
500
barrels.
office.
tf
loads
shipped
from
this
place,
the
past
-Seventy
couples attended the Ball at ers. Six that eame from Buckfield sleep
Mrs. Sarah Brown is a little bettP.r, but
week, with more to come.
Keene's Hall No. Turner, Tuesday night. here in town, in the graveyards.
A.
is still unable to walk. We hope she has
Born..
A.
-Cyrus Bonney raised eighty bushels
seen the worst of her trouble.
Weld.
Franklin Pl-Oct.
r, to the wife of EdDIXFIELD.
of wheat, on about 3 acres of land, this
The Rev. C. T. Keen supplied the pulThere is to be a Cattle Show and Fair gar A. Townsend, a son. Oct. 6, to the
Farmers
are
nearly
or
quite
done
their
pit
here
yesterday.
A
large
congregation
at Weld, Oct. rsth.
wife of Francis Wing, a daughter.
year.
They have realized a good was out to hear their old neighbor.
-The
Ladies Social Circle will meet harvesting.
School in Dist. No. 5 commenced the
West Sumner-Oct.
3, Milton E. Dunn,
The hail storm of last
Laila J. Keen has been suffering severewith Mrs. A. S. Hathaway next Friday crop generally.
rrth, taught by C. M. Coolidge, of Can- aged 4 1 years, 6 days.
summer did a great am't of damage to all ly from ulceration of teeth.
Married.
evening.
crops in the Eastern part of the town;
Sorry to learn of the accident to Rev. ton.
-~1ite
a number from this place atEast Livermore-Sept.
30, Mr. Joseph H.
Wm. Bowker's wife is failing.
Twort and family. He is a hard worker
tended the Cattle Show and Fair at North ,•specially to the apple crop.
Frank Hutchinson while gunning got Crockett and Miss G. Ella Coolidge.
In passing up Weld St. we notice a very and may God bless his labors.
Livermore-At
the
residence
of the
shot in the hand. The gun burst, but it
Turner, Tuesday.
K.
prettily located stand for sale formerly
bride's father, Mr. Edward Pratt, by Rev.
proved to be only a flesh wound.
-D. H. Bisbee of Camden, Me., was in known as the old Abbott stand. It is loof
Frye.
The Weld and Phillips nine played a M. K. Mabry, Mr. Abram J. Anderson
town Tuesday.
He is visiting at Dr. cated near by to Dixfield Academy, and
Leeds Point, N. H., and Miss Persis A.
We are having very good weather for game of base ball. Weld boys beat 36 to
would be a very desirable place for parties
Pratt of Livermore.
Maxim's, Hartford.
farmers to finish harvesting, and people 7. They played for a $IO prize.
Died,
-Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Bradford and wishing to take school or summer boardThere is to be a cottage built on the west
are improving it.
North Livermore-Oct.
3d. Mr. EebenMrs. Hattie Andrews of Portland, attend- ers. It contains rr finished rooms, 8 acres
Thomas Weeks of Mexico, bought of side of the pond for Tainter and Mitchell.
of land goes with same. Parties wishing
ezer Pitts, aged 77 years.
ed the Fair last week.
Lorin Gloyer last spring, one bushel of
Mrs. Pulsifer has built a new shed on to
th avail themselves of this opportunity
Livermore Center- Oct. 2d, Mrs. Mary,
He cut them in- her house.
-Mrs. C. H. Tuttle, and Mrs. E. C. will please call on Frank Stanley of this the White Star potatoes.
wife of Mr, Geo. Rose, aged 82 years.
H.
Staples, of Buckfield, visited their sister, place, or on A. W. Smith at Dixfield Cen- to very small pieces, and from one bushel
North Turner Bridge-Mrs.
Mary Anof seed, he raised 6r bushels of good potaWest Sumner.
Mrs. G. B. Staples last week.
drews, aged 63 years. A deaf mute.
tre.
toes. He thinks he left two bushels on
Columbus Barrows, a one legged sol-James Withee, of the Stoddard House,
RIP VAN WINKLE,
Groton,
Conn.-July
24,
D.
A.
Hawkins
the ground that was affected. Can any of
dier, while riding a short time since, was formerly of Canton, Me., aged 61 years.
Farmington, and A. E. Dolbier, were in
We have for sick people in the village
Ori;on's seed beat that?
thrown from his carriage by his horse takByron-Oct.
5, Mr. John Young, aged
B.
town buying horses this week.
and near by, Mrs. Delaine Leavitt, about
ing fright. The horse was badly cut, car- 84 years, 2 mos. and r day.
-Ladies,
call and look at those Ging- the same as last week--sick in bed. Mrs.
Hartford.
riage somewhat demolished, Mr. B. receivhams, Chambreys, Seersuckers, etc., for 5 O. M. Howard still sick in bed. Adelbert
Mr. Stevens, artist, has made fine pic- ing only slight bruises.
cents per yard, ·at Mrs. F. Richardson's.
B. Lovejoy confined to his bed, requiring
~;e!~s~EJ;!!;,~,
Milton E. Dunn, who has so long been
tures of the town hall and school. \Ve unPillows, etc. Flowers preserved. I have mad
-The death of F. E. Gibbs was caused watchers.
M. W. Kilgore in be~.' abo~t derstand there is to be an exhibition at a sufferer from consumption, was buried
arrangements
with the well-known Portlan
Florists,
vV.
E.
MOR
TOK
& CO.• to take orby Typhoid fever followed by one relapse, ,the ~ame as last week. W. M. Kidder 1s
the 5th inst., under the auspices of G. A.
ders for the above. Prices low; New designs.
close of school.
Order of
1y7
instead of two, as was reported in a pre- gettmg along well.
• •
The
threshers
arc
nearly
through
with
R.
Post,
of
which
he
was
a
worthy
memC. A. Newton has a bad hand, and 1s ItC. 0. HOLT, CANTON.
their business. Messrs. Fletcher and Parvious issue.
able to lose a finger.
ber.
L. C. Howe and wife, of Mass., with
Our lawyers have all gone to Paris, and sons have threshed over six thousand
-Jasper
H. Yetten, formerly a clerk
two gentleman friends, are visiting at Hiin the store at Gilbertville,
is in town. some of the village people have taken ad- bushels of grain.
Two animals in our neighborhood have
ram Howe's.
He has lately been traveli11g in the West, vantage of the pleasant weather of late to
will be received by the undersigned, for
A party was made up last week for camp- the next thirty davs, for building abutmake some visits while the court is in ses- been choked with apples.
and intends going to Italy soon.
The town team is putting on flesh for the ing at Seek-no-further, at Worthley Pond, ments and a °lattice bridge, 75 feet span,
-Rev. O. Roys delivered a very practi- sion.
in Peru. The most lovely weather im- across' Swift River near Kimball Mill in
Master Harry Whitman ol the Oxford Sumner Fair.
cal discourse Sunday, Oct. 3d, at the Hall
Apple buyers in town are offering $r-~5 aginable at such a place, cannot fail to be Mexico. Plan an<l specifications can be
Democrat, is about town.
examined at G W Roberts' near the site
in Temple.
He will remove to Temple
We learn that $r.50 is
The Mexico sociable will meet with Mr. or winter fruit.
enjoyed.
of the bridge.
in a few weeks, says the Wilton Record.
offered
in
neighboring
towns.
This
sounds
S A REED,
} Selectmen
Mrs.
Frank
Chase
ofBuckficld
visited
at
and Mrs. Jacob Lovejoy, Oct. 14th.
G W ROBERTS,
of
J. H. E. better, and most farmers would sell at that Dr. Bisbee's, last week-a matter of re-The stand formerly known as the old
F C RICHARDS,
Mexico.
joicing
among
her
friends,
as
she
has
long
Abbott stand, situated on Weld St., DixEast Sumner.
price.
Mexico, October 11, 1886.
R.
Mrs. Etta L. Glover of Canton, has
"H. M." writes that he reached the been an invalid.
field, is now offered for sale. For partic"golden land of dreams" in safety. Ile
ulars call on Frank Stanley of Dixfield, been visiting friends at East Sumner.
or A. W. Smith, at Dixfield Centre.
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One of the most interesting of the oldtime talkers at Washington, writes the
Cleveland Leader correspondent, is Gen.
John Tyler, the son of the President.
Gen. Tyler says hi-sfather did not at all like
Tom Benton, and that he considered him
both treacherous and dishonest. "When
Benton's 'Thirty Years' View' was first
published," says Gen. Tyler, "Judge
Haliburton asked my father if he had read
it. My father replied: 'I have not, sir,
and it is a matter of the utmost incl1ffer-

time,' said my father, in talking to me of
it 'the whole room seemed to be sparkJi~g with intellectual jewels.'
In a short
time Randolph broke entirely nwayfrom
his despondency, ordered himself dressed,
and in ii moment later jumped upon his
1:irse and galloped to the capitol. With
whip in hand and spurs on his boots he
entered the House, strode down the aisle
and began to speak. He gave Sheffey a
terrible going over and made one of tne
ablest speeches of his life."

Greatness in Littleness.

f Buf-

I knew a venerable gentleman o
falo, Dr. Scott, who did very grea t
things in a small way. .A.tthe age of 70
he became conscious of decaying power
of vision. Being professionally a physician and naturally a philClsopher, he
conceived the idea that the eye might l.,e

VOICEBUILDING.
Possibilities
Training

in
the
Art
the Vocal
Organ.

of

The Professional Voice of the Olergyman, Lawyer and Actor,
Mrs. Florence James Adams has
studied the art of voice building, both
in this country and abroad.
She is
deeply interested in the subject, ~n_d__an
ardent believer in the future poss1b1ht1es
of the voice.
"First of all,,, she explained, "you
must know in the new method of voice
buildinO' the conversational voice is
trained "'by the vocal scale. There are
.
•
three registers in the speakmg yo1ce_nd
upper, middle a
lower. Every voice
has a range of at least seven note11. The
lower register is merely used in conversation, of course. Its province is to express anger and the harsher passions.
The middle register is usually the
weakest of the three. This is, however,
the normal voice. The upper register,
with its shrill, decisive tones, is the
mental. The lower one is called the
vital. It is deep and passiona!e. The
normal is, of course, the happy medium.
The evenly balanced man whose heart
does not outrun his head, speaks in this
voice. Excitable people drift into one
extreme or the other. In the voice, as in
things, repose brings grace. The range
matters little in the conversational voice.

voice is always poised. That is the reason
women-especially of the flippant sorthave flexible, sliding voices, that run the
scale in a fow sentences."
"Good conversational voices are rare,

LoTC the Living.
The sanctity that is about the dead,
To make us love them more than late, when
here
Is not it well to find the living dear,
With sanctity like this, ere they have fled!

then~"
"Well it is hard to say. Children's
voices b;fore they learn to imitate their
elders aro perfect. They talk as the linnet sing. The lower classes of every
country, in spite of their harshness a~d
corruptness of speech, have good qu~hty
of voice. They produce the great smgcrs of the world. The modern Italian
method of voice-building, you know, is
founded on the idea of kinship between
the speaking voice and the singing
voke. The same training goes to make
each. There is no reason why one who
has all the natural vocal organs cannot
sing as well as speak. If he can speak
truly, without affectation or falseness, he
can sing well."-Chicago
Trib1tnd.

The tender thoughts we nurture for a loss
Of mother, friend or child-Ohl it were
wise

To spend this glory on the earne.c;teyes,
The longing heart, lhat feel life'a praia
cross.
Give also Hercy to the living here,
Whose keen-strung souls will quiver al
your touch;
Th~ utmost reverence is not too ma.ch
For eyes tbat weep although. the lips may
sneer.
Indepoode11t.

llUMOROUS.
The sigh of the seamstress-A-hem.

:Most of the time in hot wator.-The
washerwoman.
ence to me what Benton says about my- improved by what he denominated a
The biggest gum-boil on record hai
self or about my admmistration.'
Judge series of "ocular gymnn.stics." He therebeen discovered in a mucilage factory.
Haliburton said: 'But you ought to read fore undertook to exercise his eyes upon
The Half-llnmnn Elephant.
Hardly any person would care II
the book, President Tyler.'
'I don't
the formation of minute letters- -workThe half-human elephant has a brain of
change places with the turtle, and yet
earc to read it.' was my father's reply.
ing upon them until the organs be.gan to
very large sizo, and its elevations and
he has a great snap.
"'Nevertheless,' said Judge Haliburbe weary, and then, like a prudent mnn,
depressions upon the surface increases the
A cross old bachelor suggests that
ton, 'I will bring the book to your room, resting for hours. By progressing slowly
extent of the acting cells to an enormous
the second volume, which retates to your and carefully, he became, at last a'Jle to
births shoulcl be announced under the
degree.
Its intelligence is certainly
administration, and lay it on your desk. do wonders in the wuy of fine writing.
greater than is possessed by any other head of new music.
If you want to read it you can; if not, He also became able to read the news"Brilliant men are born with black
quadruped, at least any of those living
_you can leave it alone.'
paper without glasses. (Here's a hint
in a state of nature.
It is probable that
eves." Men with Iess brilliancy have
"He did so. My father picked up the for some clever Yankee as good as a
some of the apes exceed it in this regard,
their eyes blacked artificially.
book, and, putting one finger on the fortune.)
while the dog, among domestic brutes,
The people in the far North e.'tt canleaf where Benton began to write of the
Now, readers, prepare for a big story;
is a rival in estimating animal intellect.
dles when they can get them. This ii
Tyler Administration, he turned over but be assured that it 1s true, and that
Its wonderful acuteness of the sense of one way of making a light meal.
leaf after leaf until he came to the point my hands han handled and my eyes
touch, developed in its trunk, and its
"There's a coolness between us," saio
where the administration of Polk began. seen the things of which I tell you. At
Though it were limited to three notes, a prolonged length of days-for it lives 150 the sea captains to each other when aa
He then picked up the book, keeping the age of 71, Dr. Scott wrote upon an
wise succession of tone would make it to 200 years-adds
greatly to its advaniceberg passed between the ships.
his fingers at the beginning and end of enameled card with a stile, on a space
effective. It is the slur, the careless, ta"cs over other animals.
the parts relating to him. He thus car equal to that of one side of a nickel
Some one asks: "Is there a field fora
meaningless rise and fall that ruins :he
When once tamed the elephant becomes
ried the book to Judge Haliburton, not three cent piece, the Lord's Prayer, the
tractable and submissive; he is affectionman who can live on fifty cents a weckl''
speaking voice.
having read a line of it, and ~aid, 'I Apostles' Creed, the Parable of the Ten
".A.re not our English cousins good ate to his keeper, and does what he can There is. It is called Potter's Field.
find, Judge, that Benton told the history Vmnns the Parable of the Rich Man
to please him. It is pretty certain, howBlack-Allow
me to congratulat~ yo~
of five Administrations in this volume, an/ La;arus, the Beatitudes, tl:le fifteeth, speakers?"
"They say, you know," J',frs. Adams ever, that the keeper must use force with
W:hite. I h?ar you have ma~ned/
and that he has devoted more than half one hundred and twentieth, one hundred
widow. Wh1te:-(soberly)
Yon 1em.,.
replied, "that the rising inflection is the his gigantic pet, otherwise respect is lost,
of his space to mine. It is enough for and thirty-first and one hundred and
best spur to conversation.
The falling and there comes a time when the wild
taken, she married me.
me to know that he appreciated the im- thirty-third
Psalms,
and the date
inflection is dogmatic, decisive, and cuts nature will overcome the teachings of
Patient-Don't
you think, do~tor,I
portance of it, and I do not care to read "1860." Every word, every letter and
off all discussion.
The young English- his master. In time he understands
had better go to a warmer climate!
what he thinks about it.' With that he every point of all these passages was
man says, 'I-ah Jove you-ah,' with the signs, tones and even words, and acts Doctor-My stars, I thought that w,s
gave the book to Haliburton.
If you written exquisitely on this minute space;
risin<Yinflection. He leaves the subject acc0rdingly.
One that is very tractable
just what you wanted me to save yo,
will look at Benton's 'Thirty Years' and that old man not only saw every
pois;d in the middle voice. Naturally -for there are all grades of intelligence
from.
View' you will find that its second I mark he made, but had the delicacy of
the young woman can't leave it hanging among them-never
mistakes the words
Uncle Sam is monarch of millions of
volume deals with the Administrations
muscular action and steadiness of nerve
there like ·Mohammed's coffin. You see, of his master, receives his orders with
unsurveyed
acres,
and
is tbal
from Murtin Van Buren to Pierce, and it to form the letters so beautifully that
the matter has already drifted into a de- attention, and executes thern with prumuch better than Alexander
contains 788 pages; 429 Gf these pages they abide the test of the highest maglightful explanatory
discussion.
The deuce and a manifestation of considerable
who was only monarch of what he suraxe devoted to the Administration
of nifying power. They were, of course,
young American,
however,
says 'I judgment.
The sagacity he shows in veyed.
President Tyler."
by microscope aid, and not with a purely
love you' with falling
inflection.
Gen. Tyler well remembers John Ran
forearm movement.-Titcomb',
Lessons
extricating himself from positions of
Explicit Directions._ Young mandriv•
That ends the m!lttcr. The young wodolph. When he was a boy his father in Life.
danger, some of them such as are unng young girl)--"! say, farmer, howcan
man can eall or pass out-that's
all. But
took him to a Virginia convention in
known in his native country, and so can
1 get back to the village the quickest
there is ever so much to be said on the
which John Randolph was sitting. He
"Origin or Blanket~"
-not be the result of "hereditary memory"
wayi" Farmer-,"Well,
you migbtr1111
remembers him as a tall, thin, grayWhen Edward
!IL ascended the other side."
or instinct i, well known.
His memory
your horse.,,
haired man with a shrill voice. He throne of England he almost immediately
''Do the Americans speak through the of inrnlts and his long waiting to get
"I've eaten next to nothing," lisped
tells me an interesting reminiscence of declared war against France, and shortly nose ?"
even with his enemies, arc too well
Smithers, who wns dining with his girl
his father with Randolph when Ran- after prepared to invade her territory.
"Educated
Americans f No.
The
known to call for more than a p-i sing
"Oh, :i always do that when I sit bJ
dolph was in Congress and was living at But the sinews of war were wanting, and Americans have a good speaking voice as
mention.
One insfance of his memory
you,,,
responded
the
young ladr
Georgetown.
Said he: "John Ran- so the monarch appealed to his lovin.; a usual thing, though it tends, perhaps· of the duties he had learned in captivity
dolph had had a discussion with a man subjects.
English money-bags, how- to sharpness. The voice, you know, is when captured again nftcr escaping for plca.,nntly.
named Shefiey, who was one of his col- ever, were not then 60 plethoric as they the truest test of character.
It is al- four yen.rs into the juni;les, is remarkable.
"My good man," said a philanthro~i;:
leagues, and who had becu a shoemaker ha:'c become since, and little coin com- most unfailing.
One can disguise the It would be incredible were it not cstabto the street laborer, "do you ever h:~
in early tife. Sheffey had made a speech paratlYely was in circulation. The people face, the eyes, the manneP, but rarely lishcd by numerous witnesses of the
cause to grumb 1c at your position.
which excited Randolph's jealousy, and loved their young and valient king, and thinks of speaking out of the usual voice, highestcharacter.-St.
Louis Globe-Demo- "No, sir," was the answer:
"I too
Randolph, in replying to him, said that the war was a popular one.
The Eng- One can tell the intellectual man, the im- crat.
________
my pick at the start."
Sheffey was out of his sphere, and by the lish raised large quantities of wool, moral man, by his voice more readily
There are little, sweet, pretty an
way of illustration told the story of the which they sent to Flanders for manufac- than in any other way. The professional
l'onlla in Saxony.
p;recn oases all the way through th
In travclmg through Saxony one is desert of life, but the fat mau wh
sculptor Phidias.
'This sculpter,' said ture. It was determined to devote the voice is another strange thing.
One can
Randolph, 'had made a noted figure, wool crop of that year toward defraying tell a lawyer the moment he opens his strucK with the large number of ponds
breaks a suspender on a hot day wh
of all sizes which stud the fields in every running to cntch a train doesn't think
and, having phi.ecclit on the sidewalk,
the expenses of the expedition.
After mouth. He speaks in a hard, didactic
Whether these })oncls are the this.
sec.urcd a hiding place near by, where, the more valuable portion had been used tone with a downward inflection.
His direction.
unobserved, he might hear the criticisms there was a quantity quite unfit for the voice is low, but decisive. Usually when result of accident or design, they are
"Children,"
snicl a Dakota scho_
of those who passed upon his statue. Flemish looms. This was bought up by a lawyer wants to get a great effect he as carefully tended as arc the fields teacher, "from the noise owtside I thin
They, too, are a source of a dorr ficrht is going on. You are al
Among those who examined the marble one Sir Thomas B.anquette, who had it assumes a stage whisper. Of course there themselves.
income to their owners. They teem with
was a shoemaker,
and this mau woven into a coarse but warm. material, are ever so many characteristics."
cxcu:cc:i"'ancl may go out and watch ,t
carp. tenth and other fish that will thrive
-criticised the sandals and muttered
and patriotically presented it to the king
"What of the clergyman's professional
Don't aet in a hurry, here, it will 100
in sluggish water, which are taken out
-over to himself as to where
they as a contribution to the comfort of the voice7"
better ~o let your teacher go fit-st l" an
were
wrong.
After
he
had soldiers and as a covering for the horses
"Well, from his calling one would ex- in the fall and sold at prices ranging
he shot out of the door followed by
gone away, Phidias came forth and ex- 'of the nobles ancl knights.
The mat- pect him to have a middle-register voice, from 12 to 20 cents per pound.
The
wild rush of the scholars.
amined the points that the shoemaker rial was named Blanquette, or Blanqliet, full of heart and sympathy, but as a ponds are then restocked with a young
FAIR.
had objeeted to and found that his criti- for the !inmc of the donor, and we now uual thing the head tones predominate
brood, which costs from 50 cents to $1.25
No more on beach piazzas
cism was correct. He removed the statue spell it blanket.
in the pulpit.
The idea of one preach- per hundred, according to s'ze. These
Fond lovors sit and spoon;
to his studio ancl remedied the defects.
ing charity and benevolence in head fish are left to shift for themseives until
'Ibey swing upon the garden gabo
The next clay Phidias again placed it
The Nerves of Taste.
tones strikes me as nrv ridiculous. The they arc a year old, when they are generBeneath the silver moon.
upon the street and the shoemaker egain
The discovery that heat influences voice and thought arc out of harmony. ally lar"o cnouo-h for the market.
In
Grnfting
the l'e:ir on tlie Ap11le,
stopped before it. Ile saw at once that one set of nerve-points in the skin while It reminds one of a boatman looking one winter the ponds yield a crop of ice,
tli
the defects he had noticed had been sensations of cold are received by an- I way and rowing steadily in the other which is readily disposed of at a fair
It is not often, says an Exchange, d
remedied and he now began to criticise ot~er s:t, h~ bc_cn followed b~ an iute:- \ direction. Of course most cl_ergymen price. Where their services are not re- the pear is "'rafted upon the apple,an_
very foolishly other points about the estmg rnvcstigatton by two Italian phys1- \ are hard students given to brain work, quired to turn a mill, they at least serve perhaps it ois questionable w11e ther ithJI
1
statue. Phidias listened to him for a ologists, whose experiments seem to in- . and this accounts for their voices. Now as watering places for the cattle, and
advisable to attempt any thing on
time, and then came forth with a· Latin dicate that ~he various tastes result from and then you hear a clergyman who where they are situated near a village or kind except as a matter of curios1ty,
~
phrase which means,
"Let the shoe- the exciting of distinct sets of nerve- speaks in the low, broad tones of the hamlet, they even feecl the hand-engine
The ~ear and the apple belonging tot.
maker stick to his last."
And so, con- fibres in the tongue. The prolonged ap- normal voice. He may speak the veriest in case of fire. Where these ponds are same family of fruits mav be grafted0:
eluded Randolph, 'I say in regard to my plication of ice removed the sensibility nonsense, but he is called magnetic. made, the land taken for the purpose
upon th3 other. ·we h~vc recently0
colleague.'
for all tastcs--sweet,
sour, salt and bit- Every evangelist I ever heard uses this generally is unsuited for other purposes.
served an apple tree, which was mado;
"The laugh was then upon Sheffey, ter. Cocaine destroyed-temporarily,
of . voice. Moody, Sam Jones, Talma~e and
sort of curiosity by the grafting upan
~
who, hereupon arose and made such a course-sensibility
for
bitter
only. preachers of that kind all do. There is
Black Clli·wing Gum.
of some five or six different yarictie9_~
scathrng speech against Rnndolph that it Other substances, such as cafieine and a heart quality in it that has a wonderfu~
Lately there has crept into the Detroit
apples,
one to each branch, wi
made him really sick. He went to his morphia, reduced the power of discrim- effect. A~ain, it gives one an impres- market a substance known as ''black
one branch devoted
t. tho Flclfl'
house in Georgetown ar.d sent h"s ncgro, inating between different degrees of bit- sion of self-contained
strength.
A. chewing gum," made out of tar, which
ish
beauty
pear.
Tho ~
Juba, for my father. When father ar- ter. Diluted sulphuric acid had a peen- speaker can never use all the middle is said by medic.al men to be extremely
was growin(Y :ind doin(J'
well 111d\
0
rived he found 1,lr. Rand,,lph in bed,and
liar effect, causing distilled water and voice, and one feels that there is harmful and pernicious.
It is becoming
bearing fruit when we saw it, but.I'
-was greeted with, in faint, shrill tones, even quinine to taste sweet at the tip of always a reserve awaiting call. Dr. John a great f avonte
• wit• h 1oca l gum-c h ewers,
• was not espccia
• 11y Prornisin~
pear port10n
e~·
'lam ayin_z, Mr. Tyler, dying. I shall the toague, althongh the bitter of the Hall, of New York, is one of the best but physicuns assert its use i~ productive
being very small and haying a11app ,
not outliv; the night, and have sent for quinine was elsewhere tasted as usual
illustrations of what I am saying. He of sore mouths and innumerable throat
ance that would indicate a poor quail~
_you to have you to take chargJ of my
-------underS t ands that emphasis depends on diseases. Put up in fancy paper, sold of fruit. Whenever there is a ..rant;
funeral. I am not poor, and I don't
Fond of Coffee.
the tone, not on the force."
at a penny a block, flayored with some stock for the propagation of $ho pclll
111
·want Congress to bury me like they clid
"You seem to like coffee," remarked
"As to the stage1"
unknown ingredient,and christened with
may answer to restore the apple. tel
"Beau Blank," mentioning the name o:f the· landlady; as Gilhooly passed hie cup
"There, of course, the Yoice i.s all im- a sv:eetly-sounding name, as . "luti-tuti, :' have never to our remembrance 0\~
n very fastidious Congressman who ha::l for the fifth time.
portant:
One can always pick out the for mstanc3 the black chewmg gum 1s any fruit grown on pear-apple tree,' ~
1
been buried at the expense of ihe gov"Yes, mum, if I didn't like coffee I young actor. He has awakened to the forcing its entrance into all grades of our impression is that it wot1,d.
•ernmPnt.
wouldn't drink so much warm water try- realization of the fact that he has a
Detroit society, an_d ~rivin~ its rivals to nothing that would be especlal~y d~:;
"Father told him that he dicl not think
ing to get a little."
• voice. He runs up and down the scale,
the wall
But it 1s nothing but tar-1
able, and, aside from the cur1osity. uJl
0
h~ won!.': <lie, a.ncl after a little talk got j The look the landlacly cii.st at Gilhooly \ ending his sentences now in one voice cheap tar at that-mixed
with gelatine
single specimen, fruit grow.en " ~
~~.'! mind aw:;y from his grievaneus.
His I ':'fill ha\!!!t hi!!! i!.!. bi.s graYe.-Texas Sift- )I :.nd now ill another. It is merely a mat- and flavored with-heaven
and the man- hardly feel like indulging in any unel
-intellect bezau to play, 'and fo a silo 1·t I ing:.
. \er of vocal imitation.
The thoughtful
ufacturer only know what. -Fru
Prua.
taiu experimentation.
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t any thing oftbl
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ple belonging tot~
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0
e have reccnMY
~
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the grafting upan,
difierent Tarictie!~
each branch, llii
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ar.
The Jll''
doina0 well a•d 1111
we saw it, bllttl!
especially promisi~
d haTin" a11a.ppe~·
icntc a ;oor qu:ilil
r there, is a -.ranl'
gatio11 of 1ho pearl
ore tho apple. 1\''.
remembrance test~
pear-apple trre!, \j!i
that it wou'd ~
be especially dei>
m the curiosity ofl
ruit growal wou-ll
ulging in. any uncel

Quceu Victoria has hecn presented
witn a specially made umbrella from
!hat l'.!O more i_sgained by the soil than' I
Firm EJgs,
is taken from it, and that consequently 1\ Yonn<Ywife (who is tryincr hard to be Glasgow. The handle is a round gl, bJ
the a{'.vantagc deriv~d fro~ the use of 1 practicaZ)-I see eggs arc fir7ncr accord- of fine gold representing foe world,
cnverln~
S<>ed .Even1Y•
1
stmldctl over with precious stones to rc:Mostseeds of gr,\in, especially those them LS very small, 1f not illusory.
'n-, ing to the market reports.
pres~nt the Queen's domin' ons.
gownin the fall, arc apt to bJ covered too other point is that it is not profitable .o; \ llnshan<l--Yes, love.
deeply. In a dry time the drill wheels grow any crop bnt clover for this pur• I Wifc--That means that they arc hardMr. Chas, Powell,postmaster, Terre Haute,
0., write-s tha.ttwo ot' hi8 very finest chickem
sink down into the soil ,\nd this carries ~ose and that only a heavy yield of this\: boiled, doesn't iH-Boston Budget.
wererecently affected with roup. He saturated a. piece of brf"a.d hall an inch square with
the tubes with them. Grain seed is is of any benefit to the soil. Now it,
St. Jacobs Oil and fed it to tllem. Next day
that the larn-er
Reform of Bodily Evil••
thus deposited at a depth o[ three and should
. t f not be foro-olten
"
" , The Prompt
prompt_ro[o_rm
of those boclilr evils, en• ho ex,.minedthem and there was no trace o!
mcomfilou,assimilation,in- the disea.seremainiW?.
sometimes four or five inches. One and par o any green crop-ns rye, buck- \ fecbl~dd1ge,\101~,
a half inches is ample depth, and if '\\heat or clover-is derived wholly from ~!1{~or\l!el!;~~'u;'~~r::~fo1';,~dw~H~.tdi~e~ 'J'he new peop e·s pall\C' in London wm
probabl v be one of the 11\Tgt'st h•cln11cn t!Cllools
o~i'i~ijrte~!; m the wor <l. 'l'\1c bu ]din~s "re de&ignedto
moi~t one inch is sufficient. If too dry t~e atm~spherc, and that while it con- ~~i;:!~~~~eptfih'~cia~:
to grow at this depth, wait until after a sLsts ma10ly of carbon yet that carbon is Stom_u.ch Bitters, a1 mcdidne accredited by accommoclnte nearly- -.?,,.lA)Ostutl~nt~.
1~~;~.,,~~r::!e:a"J~~-si~u:d~
0
rain. The b!\d efiect of too deep cover- as necessary for cro;s as nitrogen or ~~~;~t(~•J~~fc~~
1/,,;:,ri:-,\~,!:~~~
~;f.:~~tt~l;
ing were plainly shown by a device we mineral substances, as potash and phos• !';'l f,,11~~rtf~\:e
1
,nee used on a drill, throwing every phoric acid are. Some persons think a !!f1;er1S~t;.'~~od~r~~t~i~he a~n1:::ied~~f:c1
ether tube ahead of its nc:ighbor. The crop of rye plowed under is of no value ~l'fl~~~~!~"~:f
~~~c!~i~?~~:;.t;;',l"i,~~~~~e~~
0
result was that all the forward tubes because rye '.s ~o: specially_ric~ in ~lant
Ji~t:s~fu~h~:x
Sp~~t'c!1:0fa'ir~:
and
elsewhere.
..t home
and
might have been empty. They were food. But if 1t 1s not as rich m this re- ,essions,
kbroa.d1tis recognizedas aBoth
standard
remedy
preventive,the decisivenessof its ell:ecls
piled over by the ridges made by the spect as clover i3, it afford, a most use- ~nd
recommendingit everywhere.
b11ckset tf teeth, made a feeble growth ful and valuable beginning, and paves
in the fall, and were all killed before the way for the growth of better crops.
spring. The crop all came from the But what is the farmer to do whose land
half of the seed drilled in shadow.Amcri<)(l11Cultioat~r.
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Fruit

Trees In GraH.

Trees which arc allowed to grow in
tall grass rarely have enough vigor to
produce good crops, but a feeble grnwth
and small, scabby and knotty fruit
usually accompany each other.
An
orchard should, therefore, never stand in
a meadow, unless the exhausting influence of carrying off the crops of hay is
met with copious annual applications of
barn manure spread evenly oyer the
whole surface. With a pasture, grazed
short with sheep, there will be less in•
jury to the trees; and additional topdressing may be employed to keep them
in good bearing condition. Peach trees
suffer most from neglect, or from standing in thick grass, and cherry trees the
least, and next to these strong-growing
pear trees.
A law11 or ornamental
grounds which are kept closely shaven
with the lawn mower, are nearly in the
same condition as a closely-grazed pasture, and cherry and pear trees may be
planted in suitable positions in such
grounds, and bear good crops, provided
the lawn receives the annual top-dressing
c,f fine manure or compost usually given.
The owner will, of course, use his taste
:i.nd judgment ill setting fruit trees in his
ornamental grounds, ancl not make an
ab'rupt or incongruous mixture of fruit
and ornamental trees. The latter will
be placed nearer the dwelling, and in
the more conspicuous portions of the
grounds; the fruit trees in the rear, and
the one pass into the other by natural
gradation.- Country Gentleman.

-------

Rmnf
ordFalls
&Bucifield
R.R.

Alike, but oh, how different!
We close
our eyes and try to bridge the chasm from
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect July 12, '86,
TAND Covlrn.-Get,a
uare of n omie past to present, from what was to what is,
GOING SOUTH,
GOl~Q NORTH.
DON'TMA'KE
EXCUSES.
cloth of a cre!\m> p~t,;ikor blue color and Ah, the old familiar places, the old familiar
Lvc,
A. '.\I.-:\-IXD
MAIL
Lvc,
-;\fXD
:\IAIL
the si~ o'Cthe tablt! it is intended for. laces-for to find a face familiar we must
Gilhcftvillc,
9 oo
I', ".\LA, ~t
seek
a
f~ce
that's
old!
But
there
is
such
a
Ilon'tmakeexi;uses.
Tfyou have had Etch a bo_rder oia
crqll pattern, with
C:tnllln,
4 15 <) ld Bo ton_
7 00 *Fuller .Road,
A. M. r. M.
a hard day's work, and callers arrive be- scarlet silks and silver or colored tinsels. heartiness in the 'greeting of these 'old
Hartford,
4 35: 9 25 Portland;G.T.
9 3 l 30
East Sumner,
4 50 9 32 Lewiston, "
10 10
2 30
fore you have got ,rour dress changed 9.X Put 0,11;,abro 9 lac for a finish. At in- friehds, s1.1cha \vorld of ,veltome in each
your hair combed, !J)eakjust a word of ex- t~rrnJs over the la<,e se~v pyra1,1id' of firm hand-clasp, that we begin to think
~\~~r~~,'t'd,
5 -.019 48
~
1
*Packar ..lll'd,
*Bearce R'cl,
planation or apology, then Jet the ubjMt dift"'erent colored nar~ow ribbons, ei'l'her in there must be some mistake in the oft reEast !Ichron, 5 35 9 5S East ;Hebron, I 1 30 J 37
·*Bearce [t'd,
*Packard It'd, P.l\l,
drop. Dpn't make your (riends uncotns cut pieces or !pops, vhicllfJtftW
• lik- peated assertion that the whole world is
\Vest
lllinot,
5
501·10
10 Buckfield,
ta 15 3 $~
fortable by consfant allusions to ~>6ur uq- ed !)est,
T~:i's- m!kes a very unique all a mere make believe.
[~rnvc, •
•
*'\-arr~n R'd,
].!echanicF'ls
6 15 IO 24 East Sumner, 12 35 -~ o6
The old homestead is so little changed
finished w9tk. If a visitor corb.es une,.\'.- eaver.
Lewiston,
7 12 11 1 l{;trtford,
12 50 4- IJ
P. M. *Fuller Road,
pectecliy when you have."'<posifrrely nothT BLE ScARF ...,.,J?Jece ot btighf peacock that some of the rooms wear the very pa1
r~
PS <:;anton(:frrtve.t J. 4 28
ing in the house to eat," don't make her blue satin a half a yard wide and length per that they wore fifty fears ago, ani:l it
-~~~-'-'=5
~5_1~__
Gilbertville_,~4 35
feel that het· visit is unwelcome s well a~ con-e-sp,onding,,. to the 1,·ry,· .it is, to t,e looks fresh and nice. The nibst of the favorite old trees in the orchard have gone,
unexpected, but get up a plaln dinnei; 9r placed \1p~m tbe table, J'iike gold-colored
ST.AGE
CON.
'ECTIONS.
tea, and keep her o fully eµtertaiQep By felt the saitle si;ie, or a dai;J;; cJ:iins,on. "·hife the young trees have grown old.
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out i_nto an eternity of loss or suffering accordmg to the magnitude of their misdemeanors and depravity, i. e., accordina to
the_ doctrine of man-made theology~ of
which there seems to be no other. It
seems wonderful that these absolutists do
not accept the divine example set before
~hen"'.in Chri 5 fs reply to Peter's peculiar
rnqmry as to the fate of the betra ver:
"\Vhat is tnat to thee? follow thou n~c !"
Peter, no doubt, up to that point, was an
assumptionist on cause and effect in theol•
ogy; and we shall observe that that reproof did not entirely eradicate narrow
presumptious theories from his mind and
heart. It required a heavenly ,·ision und er pecu rrar circumstances, so associated
with his material being-sense
of hunger
-that his finite faculties mie-lit not lie hi'n~
dered th rough forgetfulness. Our brothers
of the American Board of Foreign ?,Iissions are in annual session at Des ?lfoines
I~,'.·a. It is possible they may have -~
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quiry, "This is good for us but how about reati,·e pastime of the winter solstice. To lip; shall follow us as we sail out under
1
1
our predecessors. who neYer heard this be a practical temperance man when it in- the solemn arches of the "Ri,·er ofDeath"
11
-follow us a sweet, faint, tender air, from so?.~bi~~};~~~;~~~
'.S~;lr~~~/~[,::'io~~;
2
Gospel; where, and when, and "·hat, are volved such sacrifices simply illustrates the
try.
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they?"
And this good missionary says: integrity of this nohle old Roman of Pro- the shores, and when we shall cast anchor"The Lord our soul shall take."
"My heart is grieved at the answer my achibition.
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The S&ug ef tho Sea W!A~.
lio~ it sings, ■ ings, sings,
Blowing sharply fro-n the sea line,
With an edge of salt that stings;
How it lau~hs aloud and passes;
.A,; it cuts the close cliff grasses;
Row it sings again and whistles
As it shakes the stout sea thistlesHow it sings!
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In his annual address before the New
•England Agricultural Society recently,
George B. Loring stated that the number
of farms in New England hn.d increMed
from 184,064 in 1860 to 187,252 in 1880,
and that the value of these farms had
focreased in the same period from $476,204,447 to $580,721,438.

Ilow·it shrieks, shrieks, shrieks
In th9 crannies of the headlmd,
In the gashes of tho creeks;
How it shriel.s one~ more, and catches
Up to the yellow foam in patches;
How it whirls it out and over
To the corn field and the cloverHow it shrieks!

I

I

How it roars, ro'.ll"S,roars
In the iron under-cavern,
In the hollow of the shore;
How it roars anew, and thunders,
.As the strong hull splits and sunders,
And the spent ship, tempest driven,
On the reef lies rent and rivenHow it roars!

At the recent International Congress
of the Salvation Army, held in London,
it was stated that there are 1,552 <'Orps
and 3,602 oflicers. Twenty-eight thousand, two hundred weekly, and 1,466,400 yearly services are held. Tho newspaper of the army is printed in nineteen
aiffereut languages, and the Salvation
'baimer waves in niucteen different countries and colonies.

How it wails, wails, wails,
In the tangle of the wreckage,
In the flapping of the sails,
How it sobs away, subsiding,
Like a tired child after chiding;
Aud across the ground swell rolling,
Y uu can hear the bell-buoy tollingB.ow it w'-l-ili!
-Austin

"We want that money-belt on the I adventure.
Her nervous system had re•\ CLIPPINGS FOlt THE CURIOUS.
stranger you have here," was the reply, ceived a severe sluick, and for woe~ het
An extract similar to Liebig's extrnct
In so
in a hoarse whisper.
"We know all dreams were haunted by th e wicked of beef is now made fr.:im whale fish and
lfldbea
about it, so you needn't lie to us. Tell faces of th e dea_d vil~ians,_ and she is said to be just as good.
'
1 girl is
us where he is, and be quick about it."
seemed to hear agam th en· dyrng groans.
A mathematician cstimat~s that n ma. leaveshe
•'Surely you would not rob a sick
It was the:efore, only natural th~t chine of one horse-power would kee
roothcrlJ
man!" said Laura, trying to gain time Louis should _give a ready consent to h:s twcnt -seven million watches runniu . p
i5callcd
and think what was best to do in this niece's marriage as soon as Arthur Ii\
Y .·
.
~
newly-sn
•
''If
ld surely h 1th was entirely restored
There exists still a form of contiact,
terrible emergency.
won
ca
•
I d • h ·
f Ed
c!. I f E
used.
k"ll him to be roused in such a brutal
So there was a quiet wedding in the ma e :n t e_time O
' war
• o 'ngdrieshe
~nnner."
cabin in the early Summer, and the girl, land, i~ wh1c_h a._ man engaged to sell
father's
"We won't give him a chance to speak," who had truly earned her right to he1 and deh..-er his wife to. another man.
thealta
growled the man who held the lantern. husband, set out with him on a journc~ 1 According to a popular belief, still
andthe
"He'll never know whnt hurt him. to a comfortable home within the bor• credited, a poisonous bite con:d be
totheir
Hurry up, girl, we're wasting tHnc. Is ders of civilization, where there was no cured by the blood of the viper which
chiefan
he up in the lofti" Laura turned death- danger of being inurdered by border darted the poison.
closet,
ly pale. In that terrible moment sh_c desparndoes.
I
A good Cremon:i violin h:ts fifty-eight tearke
realized how dear to her Arthur 111orns
• divisions. The back, C('ntre, sides and
its mi
had become, and she resolved to save his
A Smart R:it.
'
f
tl
b ll b
arc o sycamore;
1e c y, asc up,ma
A.bout a Weck ao"o writes a Bradford, circles
life even if she should have to sacri ficc
b
d"1 1
t
d 1• bl J cf 1
• home.
he,r~:·way,
gentlemen," she said softly; ~~;;?;;:::.:,n:~::m:~
1:::g S~~a:~:;: d:;1; s;~; fi~ :;~~:arn; anus ~ail-1:~:: of mother
remain.
and she turned toward a door situated ~urned John Mick, while feeding his ebony.
midway between the bedroom of the in- horses late one evening, heard a r.1t, A botruiical phenomenon in which the closet
there i
Talid and the pantry. She opened it a little squealing as though his life depended up- people of Leominster, England, take
way. "Do you hear him breathe?" she on it.
Upon investigation 111r. Mick pride, is _a pair of trees-an oak and_ an is take
asked.
found a great grizzly fellow, apparently ash-which appear to have but a srngl the ph
I
"Yes, yes," answered the ruffians; but the ancestor nf the whole tribe, busily trunk.
They grow together for abou be rem
come
it was the heavy breathing of Mrs. Stacy engaged in rolling an egg from the nest four feet and then divide.
~n the loft above that they heard.
to the ed"e of the man<Tcr. Anxious to I Last year the richest American mer

Dobson.

Laura threw the door wide open; it see what he was going ~o do, Mr. Mick chant, H. B. Claflin; the richest Amcri
opened inward. The men saw a dark remained quiet and watched the pro- can railroad man, W. Il. Vanderbilt, an
void and pressed eagerly forward, not cecding.
What happened can be best the richest American planter, Edmon
even stopping to throw the light of their told m Mr. Mick's own language: "The I Richardson, died. It is notable that no
A STORYOF THE FRONTIER.
lantern on the phce.
old fellow kept a-squallin' and a-rolling one of the three died in his bed. Q7
As soon as the frost was out of the
At this instant Laura sprang back and the egg at the same time,. till finally he dropped dead at his desk, another in ll
ground and there was no danger of being threw herself with all her force upon the got it to the edge of the manger; then all hall, and the other in the street.
Roast dog is to the Sioux Indian wb
storm-bound, Louis Stacy left his little rear man•, and the next instant there was to onct he took that. egg between his
home in Arkansas to go down the river a heavy fall, a crash of the broken lan- forepaws and held it chock ui, under his roast turkey is to Americans. Dogs·
with a boat-load of furs and skins.
tern and a volley of oaths, for both men chin and doubled himself up like a ball tended for the table, or its Sioux equiv
and whopped himself clean bover
He expected to bring back a supply of lay at the bottom of the cellar.
k egg and
h I'lent, are always carefully fattened befor
But the danger was not over by any all, and fct kerslap on his ac
on t e hand. It is used on all state occasio
provisions for spring and summer use, as
h
f
b I
Th
h
t
means. Laura knew that the men would floor t rce eet c ow.
ere e so up and at the making of treaties, and arm
well as a tidy little sum of money as a mount the ladder at once, and there was sich a squallin' that I thought sure the officers say it isn't bad.
reward for his labor during the winter
·
· h" \
The science of engineering is advancno way of fastening the door; and, if old cuss had disclocated a Jint m is
It
t Il . O'Rn"ll
ho recent!
in trapping and hunting.
.
. ,
d th ld I
was o enry
- 1 Y, w
d
st
ing. An iron bridge on the PennsyJ...
He left his wife and niece without there had been what lock would have back, au was Je a gom to en
eO
died, that a New Jersey railroad, fo
vania railroad, weighing 190 tons was even the shadow of a foreboding of withstood the power of two desperate chap's misery when 10 au d behold two years ago, refused permission to ere
recently moved bodily thirty-two feet in harm coming to them during his ab- border mffi:ms?
0th er rats appeared on th e. scene of ac- posts and build a line of telegraph alo
forty-eight minutes by half a dozen men scnce; for, living as they did, twelve
To rouse her aunt would be useless; tion; a nd I'll be blamed if th e~ two I its road between Philadelphia and Ne
under the supervision of Mastcr:carpenmiles from the nearest town, and remote she could give no assi st ancc; au d so rats didn't each ta~c hold of_a, hm d leg j York. The frank and absurd reas
ter Webb of the Pittsburg division, with
from the road taken by travellers an d L aura spranir~ to the firc11lace and cauoo·ht of that old cuss, him a-hol_dm o_n toh thek g1·ven was that "the teleo"ra1Jh wouid i
the object of placing it on a stone arch. tramps, they had few visitors, and sel- Louis's n,volvcr from th e rude mantel, egg all th c time, au d holdmg .1t c oc I tuferc with travel by enabling pcrso
Thia is the third operation cf the kind dom saw a strange face; and then, too, while she o:ll'cr~d a prayer for comage up uu d er his chin, a nd drag him_ about \ to transact business by its means instc•
since May. There was no impediment both women were accustomed to the use au d st rcng th •
th irty feet across th e barn to th cir hole. of usino- the railroad."
0
to the passage of trains, the rails being
She heard the decIJ curses of the vii- Then the old rascal let go of that egg
and started it into the hole ahead of
The :first slaves brought to the tc
elevated as the bridge was lifted and of firearms, and Louis knew that they
would not hesitate to employ them if lains as they searched for the ladder, and
'
f h U t d St t
Id fr
ballasted by the trackmen.
Three sixty•
•
h d
d b
him and pushed it out of sight in just tory O t e ni e
a cs were so
necessary.
the next mstan t a ea app~arc
af ~v: about a second. I always knowcd rats a Dutch vessel, which landed twenty
ton jacks were placed under each end.
Just at thls time a stranger was lying the threshold.
The candle t rew a. am was purty smari, but them three puts it Jamestown, V1t., in 1620. The slaves
There are more methods of acquiring ill in the huntcr'ti cabin-a young man light on the scene, but it was enough to over anything I ever seed."
the United States in 1790 numbc
knowledge of the art of war than are who had accidentally shot himself while I enable Laura to sec.
-------697,897; in 1810, 1,191,364; in 18
taught in the drill rooms of France. Sets hunting in the woods, and to whom \ "Back!" she cried; but foe ord er was
Deatll Rates in America.
1,543,688; in 1830, 2,009,043; in 18
of pocket handkerchiefs, stamped with Louis had willingly given shelter and not obeyed.
.
. .
The average dur:1tion of life in this 2,487,355; in 1850 3,204,313; in 18
nd
military rules and regulations, diagrams every attention.
The robber raised his P 1st01• a Laura country is less than 20 years.
4,002,996. Sec our Curiosity Shop b
nnd other information important for the
Fever and delirium had followed A.r- knew th at unless she fired at once she
'.i'hc heaviest death rate is among the for 1885 for articles on Slavery in
soldiel" to acquire and remember, are thur Morris's accident a nd he ha d been was lo st -Ar th ur too.
children, 40 per cent. of whom die be- Northern Slates.
being sold for the use of the French confined in the cal.Jin six we<.:ks, being
With these thoughts flashing through fore the age of 5.
On one of the islands in Casco
soldiers and.are officially encouraged by now in a convalescent state. Ile said he her miu d she levelled her deadly weapon
A
•
l 21)
at the man, and as a sharp rcpo1t went
Out of 1-00 mcncans on y ,., puss Maine, there is a numerous, thrifty,
the French government.
By purchasing j was well off in this world's goods and rinirinir throuirh the cabin, a d 3Cpgroan the age of 50, and only 4 out of 100 most excellent family in which Job
eiirht cheap, ornamental and, of course, told Laura Stacy when he first met her
~ ~
~
h tl 10
f 80 In Eno-land the
l f
t
th ma
~
- and tho sound of a heavy fall came from reac
age O
•
"'
I the popu ar ron name among
e
useful handkerchiefs the French soldier that he wore a money-belt about his
d h t b t
th
f 5 and 20
·
f ·a t·t th
the cellar.
. eat ra e e ween e ages O
To prevent confusion o_ 1 en i y ey
is provided with a complete pocket waist and begged that it might remain
l 8 er cent
We lose 24 per cent
t·
k
''J Oh J " "J
But the creaking of the ladder showed JS on Y P
•
•
• respec ive 1Y nown as
n ••
manual ot military instruction.
there, no matter how ill he became.
that the other robber was about to dare 0f our population between the agea of 20 IO.," "Heifer John," "Thundering Joh
Louis had been gone several days ancl
and 50.
"Sharkino- John ,, "Dunk John" "F
''There is on exhibition in Paris," says life had gone on as usual in the little his fate, a nd he appeared abuve th e
England _loses only 21 per cent. be- f t 'J
°,, "C ' , J h ,, "J~hn E
1
the British Medical Journal ''a type of a eabin, which Mrs. Stacy and Laura had threshold, pistol in ha nd • But Laura tween the ages of 20 :md 25. England,
Jo~ ,~ m,d "J ~ ~, t~ ni tt b in•
O
very primative race. It is a very curious managed to make comfortable and home- was too quick for him. A sccou d report therefore, can show proportionately .as
rn, an
° :n, . e 11 er e 0
specimen, entirely covered with hair, the like after much trouble and with many rang through the cabin, a nd again came many people who much the age of 75, John of th e prolific tnbe.
skin very dark; the child would remind ingenious contrivances.
a groan and the sound of a heavy fall.
as we can show attaining the age of 70.
Retribution.
one of the chimpanzee.
The hairs on
Much of Mrs. Stacy's time was spent
The brave girl, overcome at last, sank
In France, 48 people out of 100 reach
The liar was telling some of bis fri
the arms and legs follow the same direc- with Arthur Morris, who grew restless to the floor just as her aunt came rushing the age of 50, as against our 22. Only in the smoking-car how he w~
tions as those on the monkey; the legs and feverish if left alone. Laura, too, into the room, frightened almost out of 10 per cent, of our people reach thn,c government contractor during the
are thin and short, while the arms are frequently read and talked to the inva- her senses, ancl the door of Arthur's score and ten, while 25 per cent. of the and on one occasion he worked in 5,
h
• th t limit
very long. It appears that the tribe to lid, unconscious that his handsome, worn room opened and he appcar<.:d, wan F
renc survive
a
•
pairs of shoes with pasted soles.
which she belongs dwells more on trees face and dark eyes had caused a more and ghost-like to inquire the cause of
We lose half ~ur population ~y the age i "Was that jist before the second t
than on the ground.
The child is tendcr"fceling than compassion to find a the shots which had rou5ed him from his of 20. The Irish only part with 31.iper; Run?" queried a farmer-lookinu man
twelve, and seems to have a certain in- place in her heart.
sleep.
cent.--Gincinnati Enqufrer.
I a seat near by.
"
"Great heavens!" he cried, as he saw
________
telligence, and takes great interest in
The cabin consisted of three rooms on
1
Laura
crouching
en
the
floor.
"Arc
you
He
Had
Come.
I
"I
believe
it
was."
her doll.
Her eyes and ha:irare very the ground floor-a main room, used for
Col. Ethan Allen, of Lisbon, Conn., I The farmerpullcd off an old sh.oe
:fine, her nose is :!fattened, and her ears cooking, eating and general purposes; a hurt? Lrnra, my darling, speak to me!
was at one time a guest. at the Howard exhibited a b•mion as big as his fiSt, ,
are deprived of the cartilage.
She has bed room, and a small room, used as a Are you injured 1"
Perhaps in that moment of terror Ar- Hotel, corner of Broadway and Maiden
"I got 11 pair of your shoes," he 5
pantry.
thirteen pairs of ribs, and consequently
1
Beneath was a deep cellar, where pro- thur Morris' he'.lrt was revealed to him, la e New York
On entcrinothe
as
he stood up, "and they made
thirteen dorsal vertebrre.
The race to
0
n •
•
b •
d 1
-1
th t I
umon an ameu m_cup so 11• nd
which she belongs is found in the north Yisions were kept in the summer, !md and he knew he loved the niece of this dining-room no waiter advanced to give
him a scat. The Colonel coolly walked , caplurec' and spent six mon th s 10 ~
of Siam, and several families are kept at even in the winter, for frost never en- Arkansas hunter.
tered the deep hole Louis Stacy had dug.
"No, no," faltered the girl, rousing to a table near by, and taking a chair , sonville. Stranger, prepare to gi
the court of the King of Siam."
Above was a loft, reached by a ladder herself.
"I am not hurt. But I shot which was turned up at the head of the biggest licking on this earth."
Arancher near Albuquerque, N. M., from the pantry, and here the two two men in the cellar-and-and"-table took a seat. He was hardly in the
The liar had to admit that he ~
recently commenced digging for a well women slept, giving their sick guest
But she could go no further, for her chair before a waiter came hurriedly to only 16 years old when the war c~ose
oo. the site of an old ruined pueblo. At the pleasant room on the first floor.
eyes closed and ~he lost ccnsciousness.
him, saying:
and to furnish the bunion man wilb
eight feet he struck a huge bowlder.
It was nearly midnight of the fifth day
Perhaps Arthur's kisses were more effi"This seat is engaged."
j cigar.-- Wall Street New&
Underneath this was found masonry, ~f Louis' absence when Laura was roused cacious in restoring her than her aunt's
"To whomf" asked the Colonel.
•
_ d
and when this was pierced a caTity waa by hearing a noise at the door of the dippers of cold water. But the faint
"To a gentleman," replied the waitor.
A Mysterious Noise Explaine '
discovered. Upon examination it WIIS cabin. Not disturbing her aunt, who was not a very long one, and sh.e was
''He's come," said the Colonel, and
Much has been written on the subj
found that the workmen had penetrated
was sleeping heavily, worn out by watch- soon able to tell the whole story of the remained at his dinner undisturbed
of mysterious noises, which, in Ill
through an arch of stone, supported by ing with the invalid the previous night, assault.
amid peals of laughter from the guests cases if intelli.,cntly looked into, wo
heavy pillars of masonry : and large pine fuc brave girl hastily threw on her
Arthur's thanks were expressed as well at the table. -Norwich Bulletin.
be fo~nd to ha;c no mystery at all_a
timber. When the debris was cleared clothes and descended the ladder just as as his emotion would permit; but the
-------them. A professor at Philadelphia
away a volume of pure water was dis- the door of the main room opened and m'.listure of his dark blue eyes and the
A L:beral O.lfer.
ccntly recorded that at a certai~ b.
closed sufficient to supply a great num- two meu, in bare feet, entered, carry- ch 9 nging of his countenance told more
Dr. :ilf. Munford, proprietor of the e:ich ~lay one of the _windows 10
ber of cattle. Among the discoveries ing a lantern.
than any language could have done ~ansas City Times, ha1 been in Califor- house rattled in the most violent ma~ne
made in the vault were stone axes and
They started a little at seeing Laura, what be felt.
ma for a number of weeks. The other, On consultin·.,. ~he local railway t1~
hammers, flint-knives, arrow-heads and standing silent and motionless, with a
It was decided to leave the bodies in day he was talking to Mike De Young- table he could find no train runniogi:
quantities of pottery in fragmentg. Hu- lighted candle in her hand.
the cellar until morning; but at the first of the San ~rancisco Chronicle, about t~e the hour specified. But on exaIJIIDraf
man remains wei-e also brought to the
One of them, a tall, burly fellow, with gray sign of day Laura mounted the smartest busrncss man he ever met. "His another table, which included~ sc1~e
mrfacc, including two skulls in an ex- an evil eye, advanced towawl her and rough little pony and started for the name is Charley Has brook," said Mun line he found that a heavy train P
csellent state of preservation.
The bmld- shook his fist in her face.
nearest town to ask help. Before the ford, "and he is the business mana"'cr of at ~he time at a distance of serercl
ifjg is supposed to have belonged to an
"Speak one word above a whisper," he day· was over the whole settlement knew our paper. He al ways has an e;e to miles from his house. He then referred
o:ictinct race of people, as the relics founu ~ "and I will put a bullet through- of the attack, and officers reached the business and he never takes bold of any- to the ..,.eolo"ical formation of thegroun"'
e.vidently antedate anything hitherto dis- ~;;r i:,min !" :flourishing a huge revolver cabin by noon. They were shown the thing that doesn't pay. Last Thursday bet wee: the two points, and at oncesn f
.
.
.
. Jedaeo
covered _in this territory.
as he spoke.
bodi<'s, and at once pronounced them to mght I telegraphed hun that I had Just . that ther? was an out~ropping one;tion
.
L~ra knew that if she disobeyed the be those of two men who had filled the reached the Golden Gate. Next morn-1 rock which formed a lmk of. co d his
'l'o be the sole possesso,r of ~ secret is , command the threat would be carried country with alarm for years past, and ing, 'bright and early, I got an answer between the distant railway foe a~d by
'.r<'quently a source of uno~pptness.
For into execution; a!:Id, recovering from her had committed several hanging offences. from him saying:
'Bring it back with heme. It was the vibration _carr~ratrnstance, a man knows he 1s a great man;
h
k d th
·
f It
"
.
teri·or, s e as e
e men 1u an un a erIt was long before Lunrn entirely re- you and I'll let yon have the hinges for this rock from the passing tri\'1n th
no one else knows it, and he is nnsera- in voice what they wanted.
covered from the effects of her midnight your trouble.' "-Chicago Ne1cs.
tled the window.
b!c in consequence.
• g
Eternal vigilance 1s the price of prohi·
bition. A Boston whiskey dealer bought
a cheap coffiu, put a iour and seveneighths gallon keg of rye whiskey inside, screwed a plate on the lid of the
coffin, on whic:i were engraved the name,
age and birthplace of the alleged corpse,
boxed the coffiu, as is usual, and shipped
it to a town in Maine. There an undertaker took charge of the box and drove
ten miles into the country before the
coffi.nwas opened and the liquor removed.
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4.-WORD
SQYARE.
WESTPERUFAIR.
rials, 1st. HJ De Shon, ready-made cloth1, The socket of a ring.
2, Deformed.
ing, rst. Mounted birds, Mrs WK De3, A shell fish.
Coster, 1st; Mrs C H Lucas, 2d; Mrs E B
The West Peru Agricultural
Society in
4, A song of praise.
Hayford, 3d. Honey, Oscar Hayford, rst; union with Rumford and Franklin PlantaE E Holman, 2d. R E Hathaway,
wash- tion held their second annual Cattle Show
.ANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
and Fair at their fair grounds at \Vest Peing machine, 1st. E F Gould & Co., ru 011 Saturday, Sept. ;i5, 1886, with grand
stoves, 1st. Canaries, \Valter Gammon,
success considering the short notice given ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST "·EEK.
PREMIUMS
AWARDED.
1st; John l\I DeShon, 2d. Asia Hayford, to the general public.
1.-A man with one leg, one hand and
collection bird's eggs, ist. Mrs AL Ray,
The following premiums were awarded:
one eye who walked with a crutch.
Beef Cattle.-ist
premium, E H LoYez.S erie S
ancient crockery, 1st. J A Bucknam, Da- joy; 2d, A L Griffith; 3d, G O Hussey.
GENERAL
REMARKS.
Weigh
T
vis sewing machines, rst. T C Lucas,
'Matched Oxen and Steers.-rst,
A B
E nigm A
clothes rack, 1st. Mrs Charle~ Glover, Griffith; 2d, Seth Babb; 3d, Henry Chase.
E mbar K
ADDITIONALENTRIES,
maple syrup, ist. CR Davis, case dental Three-year-old steers, 1st, John Hopkins;
P arad E
2d, Elwin Knox; 3d, S A Austin.
TwoAnna Poland, mats. Mrs E B HutcH
3.-1, Ship, hip. 2, II ill, ill. 3, Clock,
goods, 1st. Plates, hand decorated, Mrs year-old steers, 1st, Francis Burgess;
2d, lock. 4, Acorn,.corn.
5, Spear, pear. 6,
ins, lace; N E Hollis, fancy articles.
M
M Hall, 1st; Miss Sena Taylor, cake plate Melvin Knox; 3d, D Fletcher.
Bulls, D
A Hollis, fancy articles.
Emma E Park, and cream pitcher, 2d. W F Berry, ox C Chenery; 2d, Geo. L Rowe; 3d, \V H Brook, rook. 7, Dear, ear. S, IIeat, cat.
4.-A shoe.
Bishop.
Cows and Heifers, Benj. LoYe1 rug. Sarah J Martin quilt.
l\Irs H S
yoke, 1st. G \V Moore, 3 top carriages,
joy; zd, E lI LO\·eioy; 3d, Mrs II B Bish\Vaite, quilt.
11rs Zeri Hayford,
shoulrnt.
op; two-year-olds, Frank Demeritt;
oneder blanket, made 1824. Mrs Nellie BryThe Le\\·istonJournal
says: "In the old year-old, Benj. Lo,·ejoy.
Calves, \Varren
ant, fungus.
Mr' A Russell, yarn rug. skating rink the ladies have a poor place Adams; 2d, Frank Demeritt;
3d, l\Irs II
Mrs Roys, baby's collar.
Mary 11ayo, to exhibit their choice articles, but the Bishop.
deer's horn. Mrs R J Brett, lambrequin,
most has been made of it and a very fin~,~~1~:~-;;;i~ premium, Mande,·ille Ilall,
FUNK & WAGNALLS,
P11blisher,,
thermometer case. Mrs ~athan Reynolds,
10-1.2 Dev Street . .:{ew York.
Brood ;\fares.-A
:'11 Curtis; 2d, G 0
choice exhibitio1: it is.
brass placque, toilet bottles.
Miss Lydia
Published
Eve",,y
Thursday.
Pc,· year,
Hussey;
3d,
EH
LoYejoy.
Stallions
for
The vegetables are in this hall. Prob$1 ·oo; per copy, 3 els.
\Vaite, card basket and fancy article~. ably more mammoth specimens have not general use, Young Chief, 1st premium,
owned
by
T
H
Burgess,
Austin
Mills.
"Our able and pugnacious
contemporMiss Matilda Severy,pr.mittens
and stock- been brought together this year. For a
Two-year-old colts, GO Hussey; 2d, AM ary, the New York VorcE.''- New rorl,:
ings. Miss Maud Douglass, placque pan- sample \V. F. Berry has four beets that Curtis.
One-year-old, \Vm. Trask; 2d. C Sun (Democratic.)
el, towels. Mrs C F Wheeler, quilt,made
H 1Iathews; 3d, X V 1Iartin.
Sucking
weigh 51 1-4 pounds.
Charles O. Stetson,
stallions, EH Lovejoy; 2d, Oscar Delano.
"THE VotcE is the mostdangerous
Pro- J013
of 6826 pieces. 11iss Etta Thomas, quilt. a turnip weighing .22 3-4 lbs. Ephraim
Colts.-ist
premium, 11elvin Knox for hibition paper in this country. "-Cincin___
,' 1 ,
-~
/
- ,,r~_,;11
'/(fJ
t (liquor paper.)
Mrs JR Austin, rug,
old; 2d, Henry 1tati Sou th ·~•eS
_
fJLYJ.
Russell, Hartford, ten potatoes that \\'eigh Eclair colts 5 months
THE VO[CE
18 lbs. James Hayford has eight Yarieties Thurston of Rumford, for Eclair colt 5
FANCYARTICLES, RUGS, Q__UILTS,ETC.
OFALLKINDSDONEATTHISOFFICE.
months old; 3d, G O !Iussev colt sired bv and TELEPII0:-iE will be sent to any address
Drawn rugs, Mrs Albert Park, I st; of squashes, some of them of immense Chas. Gilman.
One-year-old
colts, X one year, post-paid. for $2.00. • Address
TELEPHONE, Catnon, :\le.
Mrs Stilman Hayford, 2d; Mrs Esther size. A. Ford has a speckled gourd of cu- 1Iartin; 2d, GO IIussev; '3d, \Vm. Trask.
Charles Bicknell. a large ex- Two-year-old colts, G 6 Hussey; 2d, EH
Reed 3d. \Vorked rugs, l\Iiss Francelia rious shape.
potatoes, carrots and Lovejoy; 3d, G O Jiusse_v. Three-yearStetson, rst; Mrs Henry Conant 2d; Mrs hibit of turnips,
nld, Geo. L Rowe, 1st. Four-year-old, A
Mrs Harriet Hayford, 3d. Striped braid- squash that are nice. John Foye has a 11 Curtis, 1st.
Fruit.-For
best collection, 1st. E E
ed and brick rugs, Mrs Amos Childs 1st; collection of mammoth beets, E. Capen a
Mrs Malcom Reynolds
2d;
Mrs M F fine citron melon. \V. C. :\Iorse bas some Holman; 2d, Henry Chase; 3d, D \V Oldham; pears, 0 C Hopkins;
2d, Henry
splendid
cranberrie,,
as
nice
and
dark
as
Glines 3d. Yarn rugs, Mrs Sydney PhilChase; 3d, E E Holman; cranberries, SF
lips 1st; Mrs B C Waite 2d; Mrs SA Rus- the famous cape berries. A very interest- Irish: 2d, Josiah Hall; plums and grapes,
sell 3d. Rag cai·peting, Mrs E R Stevens ing case of eggs was exhibited by Asia E. ,\[rs H B Bishop; 2d, \\·allace Clark, East
1st. Silk quilts, Mrs H W Dyer 1st; 11rs Hayford. Ellis Hathaway exhibited banan- Rumford.
Drawing with Oxen.-Benj.
LoYejoy;
CT \Vheeler, 2d; Miss Lizzie Turner, 3d. na melons; Vl'm. Cushman, fine Lombard 2d. :\fr. Babb: stags. Henry Rowe: 2d,
Patchwork quilts, 11rs Etta Thomas East plums. The exhibit of fruit was excellent. Henry Chase; 3d, \V H Bisbop of FrankRumford, 1st; Mrs FE Bickuell 2d; Mrs The best standard varieties of apples were lin Plantation.
Fann Produce.-E
E Holman makes a
R French 3d. Log cabin quilts, 1Irs Dan'l exhibited, as well as the best pears.
fine display of potatoes, 1st; S \V Howard,
There were three carriages on exhibition
Bisbee 1st; Mrs SJ Martin 2d; Mrs EH
2d;
sweet
corn,
EE
Holman,
1st; yellow
'-1
Harlow, 3d. Bed spreads, Mrs D Blanch- manufactured by a Cincinnati firm.
corn, E E Holman,
1st; beets, 1st l\frs
The ancient articles on exhibition at- Hannah Bishop; 2d, D Bishop; cabbages,
~
ard, Rumford, 1st; Mrs J M Holland 2d;
An old saucer rst, C Harrington;
turnips, 1st, G Chase;
Mrs J E Thompson 3d. Table linen and tracted much attention.
onions, rst, S \V Howard; peas and beans,
has
a
history.
Mrs.
Russell,
an
old
!adv,
towels, Mrs Emily Wright,
1st; Mrs N
1st, E E Holman; oats, 1st, EE Holman;
Moore, 2d. Linen hose, l\Irs Thos. Rey- says, "That is part of a set bought in pumpkins, E D Fuller.
Premium on the
nolds 1st.
Linen apron,
Mrs Abigail Sandwich, Mass., for my mother, when white elephant potatoes, 1st, D \V Piper;
Butter, \Vallace
Hayford, 1st. )1rs Margaret Holland shawl she was sixteen, and my father was one of 2d, :\[rs H B Bishop.
The raae Clark; 2d. 11rs H B Bishop; cheese, Otis
1st. l\Irs Matilda Severy, mittens and the first settlers of Canton."
\Vyman: 2d, :\Irs II B Bi:;hop.
hose, 1st· Mrs Gideon Ellis, beaded neck- for bric-a-brac has separated the set, b:,t
lace 1st.
Mrs A A Daily beaded hand many of the pieces are still in existence. co;;p~~~t!-:~rnJ~~~v 1~fi'~\~~;~;ep~-~:~iu~~:
bag, 1st. Embroidered table scarfs, Mrs Mrs. T. Page has a pewter platter, saio to were awarded to }!rs \\'allace Harmon.1,t;
Mrs \Yard Howard, 2d; 11r • Frank BishS \V Ellis and Mrs B K Barrows, 1st; be over a hundred and fifty years old.
op, 3d.
l\Irs.
Mrs Henry Dyer, 2d; Miss Edith Staples, With it are some pewter porringers.
)1 iscellaneous
Articles.-1Irs
Cora II
$5.00 1Vaterbury 1Vaich, Chain and
$15 Improved Sin,[!'er Sewi1lg 1lfachine.
3d. Painted table scarfs,
Mrs J P Har- R. Gammon has a pewter platter claimed Gammon, fancy needle work, 1st; ;\lrs
The former price of this machine was Charm. A nice looking time keeper that
Daniel
Fletcher.
2d;
Mrs
Emma
Austin,
to
be
250
years
old.
Another
ancient
pewmon, 1st; Mrs Nahum Moore 2d' Mrs R
unprincipled
speculators often "trade" off
$75
before
the
patents
ran
out.
The
pres3d; :Mrs \Vm. \Voodsum, \Vest Peru, banupon the unwary _for $10 to $15; but can
J Brett 3d. Mantle lambrequins, painted, ter platter is exhibited by :\Irs. E. Wright.
ner No. 1, for duster bag, premium ;\"o. 1; ent price is $45.
\Ve furnish with each 1fachine a beauti- ~e had of n~sponstble dealers for $5.00. It
Mrs Clara Hayford rst; Mrs W \V Rose Minnie L. Gautier exhibits a mortar and :\h-s 11ay Prescott, lambrequin _-o. 1; Alconsisting
of I ts well worth the low price named, and a
ice Colby Ko 2; Katie Walker, brush case ful set of Attachments,
2d. Embroidered lamlJrequins, Miss Jen- pestle that h11ve seen use for a century.
at our offer-\Vaterbury
RUFFLER,
1 TUCKER,
and r SET IIE?>I- great bargain
nie French, rst; Mrs Alice Walker, 2d. Mrs. Z. Hayford shows a blanket she wo~·e Xo I; 1Irs Sadie Walker tidv No 1 • Mrs 1\IERS.
We also furnish the following \Vatch, Chain and Charm with one year's
L Delano, Ko 2; Kate \Valker, emb;oidersubscripti~n to the TELEPIIOXE for only
Tidies, painted, Addie Gammon, 1st; Mrs in 1824; a pair of baby socks were knit by
~quipment
of
Tools
and
Accessories:
1
ed handke_rchief. Xo 1; Kate Walker, slip$+.oo. \V,th any other periodical for onr Screw Driver, 1 \Vrench,
Alice Walker, 2d; Lizzie Childs, 3d. Em- Maud M. Holt, who is but four vears old·· per case ~o 1: :Mrs D Fletcher, towel .No Foot-Hemmer,
ly $3.00 in addition to subscription price.
broidered tidies, Mrs BK Barrows
1st; Mrs. W. Treat has a cradle quilt made 4; r; 1Irs Ida Arnold, needle book No 1 • r Oil Can and Oil, I Guage, I Gauge- Sent by mail post paid to any address, as
r extra CheckKate \Valker, work basket Ko 1: Josie De: Screw, 1 extra Throat-Plate,
::-.1:issJennie French 2d; Miss Clara E. years ago, and has lots of wear in it yet.
above.
Spring, r package Needles, 6 Bobbins and
Andrew Barrows exhibits a pair of lasts, lano. w~x flowers Xo 1; l\Irs E H Lovejoy, 1 Instruction Book-making
Stetson,
3d.
Chrocheted
tidies, Miss
the Machine
motto Xo ~; E I Tucker, West Peru,paintGertie C. Alley, 1st; Mrs I B Fuller, 2d: which shows the square-toed way in which ed panel p1~ture, Ko 1; Josie Delano, Ko fully equipped with every article necessary,
and
Complete
in
every
respect
and ready
he
made
shoes
in
1834,
Mrs C E Plimpton, 3d. Knitted
tidies,
~
7~d1e Walker, oil painting, premifor work.
T,R. Austin and Mrs. John Foye have 1
Miss Lottie Ellis I st; and 2d. Darned
. Ge_o O Hussey of Dickvale, had on ex- Every Ka.chine
WarrantedFor Five Years.
lace, Mrs Florrie Bisbee, apron, 1st; Miss some splendid samples of cheese, and Mrs.
h1b1t1on ~ number of ~ne looking colts
These Machines are of superior workN. H. Campbell has the only sample of representrng
Mary Coburn 2d; Mrs Henry Dyer, 3d.
the get of the well known
$5.00 FamilJ Scale, weighs accurately
butter on exhibition.
A ~plendid box of stallion, Chas. Gilman, from the sucking manship, finely adjusted, and first-class in from a half ounce up to 240 pounds.
It
PICTURES, :\-I0TT0ESAXD CURIOSITIES,
every respect.
white clo,·er honey is exhibited by Oscar colt 21 days old by the side of his dam,
has
a heavy Tin Scoop and also a Platform
The PARTS are made by Steel Guage
Rosabella, a brown mare, black points,
Oil painting,
Mrs M Hall, 1st; Mrs C Hayford.
10x13 1-2 inches, which is large enough
and
must
come
out
Perfectly
Exact,
and
H Tuttle, 2d; Mrs E C Staples, 3d. AW
Master Ernest E. Ventres exhibits hand- 15 t-.2 hands high, foaled March 25, 1875, those having the most wear are made of for a barrel or large bag. Every family
bred by\\' F Emerson of Scott Countv
Ellis, 5 pictures fish, 1st. Miss Dora some potatoes.
Asa Child presents a bun- Ky., sired by Almont, son of Alexandei',~ the Finest Steel, and fitted with the ut- needs one. Any person paying $1.25 for
a year's subscription to the TELEPHONE,
most precision.
Thompson, oil painting (apple blossoms)
dle of Lost Xation seed wheat done up in Abdallah, with several splendid yearlings,
and $3.50 additional, will receive this $5.00
The MATERIALS
A~D
METALS
1st; Mrs C R Davis, 2d; Miss Nellie the attractive style of\Vestern railroad ad- two-year-olds and three-vdar-olds of Chas.
used are of the finest quality, and selected Family Scale, delivered on board cars or
Gilman
stock.
•
Thompson, oil painting (pansies) 3d; Miss vertisements.
to any express company in Chicago.
GO Hussey, T II Burgess, Ira Parlin with great care.
Belle Swasey, oil painting (easter lilies)
The LOOSE BALANCE WIIEEL
is a
The hottest fight seen on a ~faine track and_ T H Thornton
intend to organize a very
important
improvement,
and
con$12.00 \VEBSTER's UNABRIDGED Drc2d. Placq ue paintings, Miss Nellie Thom p- for many years was that between Glenarm
soc1e!y and ?uild a tr~tting park next sea- structed so that the Bobbins can be wound TT0XARY, late edition in sheep binding.
son _tor the rnterest ot the public in this without running the machine or removing \Vith TELEPHONE one year only $10.00.
son, 1st, ::-.1:rsN Reynolds, 2d; :Miss ::-.-laud and Stargazer at Canto11, on Thursday,
H. T., in the work therefrom.
Douglass, 3d. Mrs Gertrude \Vaite, oil and Glenarm won a victory which makes s~ct1on of Oxford County.-T.
\Vith any other periodical for only $9.00
~orway Adl'ertiser.
ANOTHER
MARKED
!\{PROVEin addition to subscription
price.
Not
painting, (made without instruction) 1st; him the greatest stallion in Maine. He
MEK"T is the Self-Threading
Eyelet,Check
post paid.
Miss H Louise Ellis, 2d; Mrs Clara Hay- lowered his record to 2.26¼ in the third
Lever, and Needle Clamp.
ford, 3d. Miss Ella \Vaite, oil painting,
$3.00 Little Detective Scale, weighs arheat of the race, \\·hich was the fastest
There are over 40,000 of the,e machines ticles from a quarter ounce to 25 pounds.
flowers, 1st. Miss H Louise Ellis, pencil time ever made by a ~laine horse on a
in use, and they are giving the VERY Best steel bearings.
Needed in every ofdrawing, 1st. \Valte1· C Mitchell, motto, :Maine track in a race.
BEST OF SATISFACTIO~.
fice as well as in every home.
\V1th the
The Sewing Machines are delivered on TELEPII0XE one year, $3.00, delivered to
1st. Basket flowers, Get trude and Ella
1.-WORD
PUZZLE.
Honors were even between them when
board cars, or to Express Company
in freight or express office in Chicago. With
\Vaite, 1st; Miss Mary Hayford, 2d. Miss the two horses met and this was the tua I, The first, by givincr this due weight
Chicago, with no extra charges for boxing, any other paper for $2.00 in addition to
You'll find to be a ~vonder great.
'
M Nettie Richardson, crayon portrait, 1st. of war. "When Stargazer beat Glenarn~
cartage, etc.
su~scription price.
Mrs Rosina Gammon, ancient bowl (250 at the State Fair, Glenarm's stock went 2, Remove two letters now 1 say
And ihen you'll have a kind of clay.
including One Year's Subscription
yrs old) 1st, Miss Minnie Gautier, an- down,
$r .50 DR. DANIELSON'S COUNSELOR,
but the stallion's
subsequent
with Recipes; Marriage, Medical Practice,
to any Dollar Periodical.
cient waiter, 2d. Mrs Elvira \Vashburn,
achievements
have more than made up 3, A letter add then change about,
etc.
Cloth binding.
\Vith TELEPr!ONE
Add then I call the firemen out.
hair wreath, 1st. 11:rs Verna Keene,worsfor that temporary
depression.
An imone year $2.00. \Jith a!IY othc1 periodiincluding
One Year's Subscription
ted wreath, 1st. Mrs C R Davis, feather mense crowd came to Canton to see the 4, Again two letters you remove,
cal for only $1.00 111addition to subscripGreat use to you in work I prove.
to any Two Dollar Periodical.
tion price.
Sent post paid.
wreath, 1st. Mrs J M Holland,
sqliare two horses ha,·e it out, and the wildest
glass, (first set in town of Dixfield) 1st.
excitement
ruled. As Stargazer was a 5, Xow for the l_ast I ask a change,
including One Yea,·'s Subscription
$1 25 LAW \VITIIOUT LAWYERS.
A
I hope you will not think it stranae
Buckfield horse, the most o, the people
compendium of business and domestic law,
FRUITS, ROOTS AXD VEGETABLES.
to any Three Dolhr l'eriod.ical.
You rightly prefix letters two,
" •
for popular use. Cloth binding.
With
were
on
his
side.
He
also
was
a
favorite
And
then
I'm
something
known
to
you.
Apples, Frank Richardson,
1st; Otis
TELEPHO:"E _one year $2.00.
With any
O.H.I.
including One Year's Subscription
Hayford, 2d; \VF Berry, 3d. Pean;, SA with the betting men at the start. A cerother penod1cal for only 75 cts. in addito any Four Dollar Periodical.
tion
to
price.
Sent
post
paid
.
Ne:son, 1st; Oscar Hayford, 2d; Moses tain coterie of gamblers from Lewiston,
. 2.-CHARADE.
bet against Glenarm, and dropped about
Alley, 3d. Beets,John Foye, mt; Rans0m
~~y first ts a body of water.
Any one paying $1.2.5 for a full year's
$1.00 Grant Picture, Bufford's
India
nearly everybody is glad of it.
Y se~on~ ts a Hebrew measure.
Curtis, 2d. Onioi1s, \V F Berry, 1st. $500-and
subsc;·iption to the TELl!:PHONE can secure Tint, on plate paper, size 2rx28 inches.
On tls.e grounds was a nice pair of two- of~~~~' rd ts an abbreviation of a period this machine for only $16.75 additional.
Squash, Asia Hayford, 1st. Pumpkins,
With TELEPHONE one year only $1.75.
year-olds,
owned by llosea Whitman,
,
_ .
With any other periodical for only ,;o cts.
Stillman llayforil, 1st; LB Smith, 2d; C
My fourt~ !san accompaniment of most
.50 R<;>PPs C~LCUL~r0R and Account in addition to subscription price.
Sent by
Mexico. A. S. Hathaway had on the road modern poltt1cal meetino-s
A Randall, 3d.
Book, gives an 111stan,aneous answer to mail.
a very promising four-year-old Knox colt
:'vly whole is a bird. "'' •
nearly every prob~em that comes up in
PLAXTS AND FLOWERS.
by Harry Knox.
He is a lively carriage
busines~ life: By its u~e you sa,·e time
$1 <:>°Webster's Practical Diciionary,
:\In; S Bicknell, geranium, Cambridge
. 3.-BTBLICAL
ENIGMA.
horse, well trained and pleasant to hanand aYotd mistakes.
It ts an So-page Con- contarns 6oo,ooo words and 1 .400 illustra_E:1t1reone of Solomon's Proverbs con- densed Pock~t En<;yclopedia, Ready Reck- tions.
Pet, 1st; Mrs Dora Adkins, cactus, 2d. dle. The four-years-old Knox, 11r.C. O.
With TELEPHONE $2.00.
\Vith
tarnmg 39 letters.
oner and L1ghtn111g Calculator.
With any other periodical for 75 cts. in addition
Cut flowers, ~frs Kah um Moore, ISt; Mrs Cates' stallion, Jet Knox, by Hinds' Knox
My :i9 .H 5 12 28 38 20 1 was the birth- one year's subscription to the TELEPHONE to subscription.
Post
paid.
ElYira Washburn, 2d.
place of one of the prophets.
is a splendid fellow, and is a promising
only $1.50. \Vith any other periodical for
CAXXED GOODS.
My 21 19 5 13 8 31 was one of David's only 30 cts. in addition to subscription
.50 LADIES' °MANUALOF FANCY WORK,
colt. The George Logan, by Gen. \Vithheroes very swift of foot.
price. Sent post paid.
A new book, giving plain directions for
:Mrs C R Davis, 1st: Mrs BC \Vaite, 2d; ers, is standard bred. There was a fine
Artistic Embroidery,
Lace Work KnitMy 16 33 7 3° 21 4 ,ms a tribe descendsucker, l\,lattie Boone, by Daniel Boone, ed from Joktan.
Mrs J S Mendall. 3d.
·5° UsAGES o_FTHE; BEST SOCIETY. A ting, Tatting, Crochet \Vork, Net' Work,
owned
by
Berry
&
Rose,
is
a
beautiful
manual
of
social
etiquette,
by
Frances
and
all
kinds
of
Fancy
Needle
Work. Over
DAIRY PRODUCTS.
to ~£;,J~a{~ef1~ was a royal city assigned
Stevens; cloth bind1_ng. \Vith TELEPII0NJ<: 500 illustrations.
Large octavo, paper
colt. A Goldbird colt, by A. Ames of
Cheese, John Foye, rst. Butter, Mrs N
My 9 23 17 15 was ~ituated in Asia.
one
year
$1.55.
\V1th
_a:iy
other
periodicovers.
\Vith
TELEPHONE
one
year only
Hartford, is a well-built and nice animal.
My 26 25 S 3 is an insect.
II Campbell, 1st.
c~l for_?nly 35 cts. a?d1t10nal to subscrip- $1.55. .•Yith any other periodical for 35
She took the second money in the threeMy 32 24 36 is a kind of tree.
tton pt 1cc. Post paid.
cts. add1t10nal.
Post paid.
MISCELLANEOUS.
11y_27 IO 2 I 1 35 Darius made promiyears-old race.
\V. \V. Rose, Canton,
. ~W~ have arranged to furnish the most popular Newspaper Premiums as low
nent tn the building of a temple.
Xathan Reynolds, drugs and medicines,
exhibited a Boone stallion, two years old,
as any pub)1sher.
You are not obliged to take a paper you do not want in order to
My 22 14 6 is a kind of fruit.
fancy and toilet articles, and artists' mate- very large and stylish.
get a premmm_ you do want, as "'.e c~n furnish thes~ p1emiums with any paper you
B. C.
now take or wish to take.
Wnte for any further mformation wanted.

Androscoggin
Valley
Fair.
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Otlte1· Useful Articles.

Telephone
an~a Sewin[
Machine,
Telephone
andWaterbury
Watch.
Only $IS.OO.

Only $4.00.
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Scale,

:n
t~

Only $4.7a.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
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